Tools
Everlasting Paradigm

that make
people move

EVERDIGM represents our will and desire
to be recognized in a broaden business field
and make headway into the global top market
with the best possible technologies backed
by a continuous research and development.
The corporate trademark of EVERDIGM
represents our will to expand into the world
top class along with our customers with
the strong motivations represented by the
words “Ever-change, Evolution, Advanced
Challenge” and the outstanding quality.

Advanced Quality
EVERDIGM will strive to assist customers in
becoming the winners in their own business
field by providing outstanding products and
comprehensive services.

Professionalism
EVERDIGM will strive to impress the customers
through continuous efforts, passion, and utmost
professionalism.

Real Satisfaction
EVERDIGM will strive to provide advanced
values and differentiated experiences through
the continuous product and service innovations.

Company Introduction

Everdigm takes turn for more value for
customers!
Grown up fast and sound thanks to customer’s
continuous patronage and dealers’ dedication,
Everdigm now takes turn for more value
for customers. Everdigm green that all its
products wear stands for promise to user
and environment to be more friendly to all of
them. Everdigm has people who understand
their duty is standing behind the dealers and
customers. Everdigm has products that are
designed and manufactured to serve the users
to take more value moreover its performance,
reliability, and durability. Everdigm listens to
customers and dealers to learn a lesson which
always encourages Everdigm return the profit
, to improve its product, and to develop better
technology. Our green will form a winner circle
that dealers and customer can join and enjoy.
Providing customer the best value for his
money, this is the goal of Everdigm.

CONCRETE PUMP
Boom Pump, Line Pump, Trailer Pump,
Placing Boom
TOWER CRANE
Top-slewing Crane, Luffing Crane,
Flat-top Crane
FIRE ENGINE
Aerial Rescue Ladder, Aerial Platform,
Pumper & Tanker
ATTACHMENT
Hydraulic Breaker, Multi Processor,
Mini Crusher, Pulverizer, Multi-purpose Grab,
Compactor, Quick Coupler
CRAWLER DRILL
Rock drilling Machine
GENERATOR
Diesel Generator Set
MATERIAL & COMPONENT
Lub-Free Bushing®
HEAVY EQUIPMENT
Used & Reconditioned Construction Equipment
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Build the future

Worldwide dealer network
EVERDIGM continues to grow in strength around the world, fueled by market success and innovation, and aided by our global network about
120 overseas dealers in 70 countries. With a full product range, which is manufactured, serviced and supported by everdigm to all over the
globe, we’ve got the right machine and the right solution for all your jobs.
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